Noncovalent Functionalization of Carbon Substrates with Hydrogels Improves Structural Analysis of Vitrified Proteins by Electron Cryo-Microscopy.
In electron cryo-microscopy, structure determination of protein molecules is frequently hampered by adsorption of the particles to the support film material, typically amorphous carbon. Here, we report that pyrene derivatives with one or two polyglycerol (PG) side chains bind to the amorphous carbon films, forming a biorepulsive hydrogel layer so that the number of protein particles in the vitreous ice drastically increases. This approach could be extended by adding a hydrogel-functionalized carbon nanotube network (HyCaNet, the hydrogel again being formed from the PG-pyrene derivatives), which stabilized the protein-containing thin ice films during imaging with the electron beam. The stabilization resulted in reduced particle motion by up to 70%. These substrates were instrumental for determining the structure of a large membrane protein complex.